Finn, Clara's big brother, drew the hummingbird in memory of his little sister

Meet Clara
Steve, Bridie, Finn and Sylvie's little fighter
Clara was just 22 months old when she was diagnosed with Acute
Lymphoblastic Leukaemia and underwent months of rigorous treatments
and tests. Clara and her family spent her final days at Hummingbird House
where they were able to do all the activities she loved, like swimming, playing
with her brother and creating art. Her whole family were provided with care,
compassion and support when they needed it the most. Learn more about
Hummingbird House and the services we provide by scanning the QR code on
the right.

From now until 27 September, you can help families like Clara's, by purchasing $2
Hummingbird House tokens and support Queensland's only children's hospice.

Help Queensland families make every moment precious when time is short.
hummingbirdhouse.org.au

Meet Clara
Steve, Bridie, Finn and Sylvie's little fighter
Clara was diagnosed with Acute Lymphoblastic Leukaemia in 2018, just a few months before
her second birthday. Our whole family (mum Bridie, dad Steve, Finn and Clara) was
transported from our home on the Gold Coast to Brisbane for her treatment. She endured
countless procedures and underwent a bone marrow transplant. Tragically Clara had
terrible complications at the beginning from one of the chemo drugs. She suffered significant
nerve damage and she was never able to walk again.
This and her other complications meant that Clara spent almost all of the next eight months
in hospital, and she and Finn didn't get to see each other very much. Clara passed away at
Hummingbird House in November 2018.
Clara was a two year old girl that spent a third of her life in a hospital room. She was very
isolated and missed Finn constantly. When we found out that her cancer was palliative we
went to stay at Hummingbird House for some quality family time. We had anticipated that
Clara would spend the weekend playing and making memories with Finn before returning to
the hospital the following week for more treatment. Clara and Finn love swimming, and
given Clara's nerve damage it was so important to us that we took her swimming again.

Hummingbird House gave us the opportunity to be together
under one roof; we played, we swam, we did art and music
therapy, and ate delicious (non-hospital) food!
It gave Clara a chance to be outside, swimming and surrounded by people. For Finn it was a
place of joy and freedom after spending the year in temporary accommodation away from
his home, his friends and family. The people at Hummingbird House made Finn feel very
special as it can be hard for siblings to always take a back seat. Finn told us that
Hummingbird House was his favourite place he ever lived and he wanted to have all of his
birthday parties there.
Unexpectedly Clara died that weekend at Hummingbird House. It was a shock that it
happened so soon but we are grateful for the gift they gave us at that time.
We have since had a new little girl and we love taking her to the annual Hummingbird House
Remembrance Day so that she can feel connected to Clara and understand what our family
went through.

Watch Clara's video
by scanning the QR
code below

Once I start, I can't stop talking about how grateful I am to Hummingbird House!
Written by Clara's family

From now until 27 September, you can help families like Clara's, by purchasing $2 Hummingbird House tokens and support
Queensland's only children's hospice.

Help Queensland families make every moment precious when time is short.
hummingbirdhouse.org.au

